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N
early 400 years ago John Donne said, “No man
is an island,” voicing an age-old existential crisis
that applies just as well to modern medical prac-
tice in 2005. The days of a solo practitioner with
a thriving independent office may be going the

way of house calls and black bags. A paradigm shift in the busi-
ness of medicine has made the freedoms associated with run-
ning one’s own practice often prohibitively expensive as mal-
practice premiums rise and third-party reimbursement rates

shrink. When one factors in the ever-increasing costs of rent,
salaries for employees and other necessities, it’s no wonder the
bottom line seems like it’s constantly getting lower. 

General practitioners and specialists from all fields of med-
icine are starting to find, however, there is strength in numbers.
They’ve started forming medical communities under one roof
with colleagues from diverse disciplines to seek new revenue
sources and have more weight when negotiating contracts with
major payers. Having a centralized business staff can also help

Partnering with 
colleagues from other 
disciplines can either be a lucrative opportunity 
or an expensive hassle. Here’s what you should    
know before pursuing one. 
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reduce the expenses associated with overhead and major expan-
sion projects, such as establishing an imaging center. It can also
reduce the amount of time a physician has to spend handling
business concerns, which can lead to more time to take care of
patients, a perk some see as more important than profits.

But like any business venture, joining a multispecialty prac-
tice is not without risks. While the physicians involved have
fewer business-related duties, they also have less control over
the whole enterprise. That can put them at the mercy of poor

management, as the 130 members of the now-defunct Nalle
Clinic in Charlotte, NC learned the hard way when their
monthly net paychecks fell to below $10. Other physicians
have seen their referral base shrink significantly due to either
restrictive rules from the group or resentment from smaller
practices who oppose the big-business trends, which has hurt
their revenues significantly. 

Although many savvy doctors advocate joining a multispe-
cialty group, all say it is best to be sure you know what kind of

   



group you’re getting into before making the move. Here is what
several experts say neurologists should know about joining a
medical group and what factors they need to consider to be
sure they make the right decision. 

Benefits of Bigger Groups
Perhaps the top reason to join a group is the bottom line.
Medicare reimbursement rates are set to decline for the foresee-
able future and managed care providers are likely to make their
reimbursement systems yet more Byzantine in an attempt to
hold onto your money just a little bit longer. This has made
medically-minded individuals start thinking economically.

Randy R. Bauman, president of the medical consulting
company Delta Health Care in Brentwood, TN, says that the
biggest benefit of joining a larger practice is the economics of
the situation. The larger group has more leverage in third-party
payer contract negotiations, which allows them to get better
reimbursement rates. Also, by working together as a team they
can cut costs by creating a more efficient billing staff and pay-
ing jointly for upgrades such as electronic billing. “It’s easier for
85 doctors to afford switching to electronic records than it is
for a three-doctor practice to get it,” he says. But the best
advantage, he says, may be the diversified revenue streams that
come from working with practitioners who can offer different
procedures. 

Richard C. Koval, vice president of practice management
services with the BSM Consulting Group in Incline Village,
Nevada, had previously worked for a large multispecialty group
with a neurologist member and agrees that the diversified rev-
enue centers are a huge advantage, especially if the practice
includes someone such as a plastic surgeon who can perform
cash-paid procedures. “Instead of having a neurologist rely on
a subset of procedures that are approved by Medicare, the other
practitioners can perform a wide range of procedures from
other revenue streams,” he says. It’s a nice adjunctive to what
one would find in a solo practice.” 

One of the most frequently touted benefits for specialists
joining large groups is the access to a referral base from the
other doctors in your group who get a noticeable benefit in
their own referrals by sending the patient to their affiliated col-
league. Keeping patients “under one roof” benefits everyone
involved, including the patient.  In contrast, the outside refer-
rals an independent practitioner receives are a function of how
the local community views that practitioner and how good
each individual relationship is, which can get more complicat-
ed if there is a competing specialist in the area. “In a group
practice, there’s more assurance that it has a strong referral
base,” Mr. Koval says. “That’s often a very nice form of securi-
ty many neurologists find reassuring.”

Fran Lavalette, president of Healthcare Facilitators in

Ocoee, FL, says one particular benefit for specialties that focus
on diagnostic work is the business they can get from self-refer-
rals within the practice, especially of the group is a large one. A
larger group would also mean more investment capital for
equipment related to diagnostic procedures, such as an imag-
ing center, that may be too expensive for an independent prac-
titioner to establish. “When you have a bigger group, you have
a bigger pool,” he says.

Pragmatic for 
Practitioner and Patients
In addition to the financial benefits, many practitioners in
large groups say having more support on the business end gives
them more time to focus on providing quality care to their
patients. The physician will have fewer business-related con-
cerns and more opportunities to delegate these obligations to
others. “Compared to a small practice, a multispecialty group
is likely to have a stronger administration,” Mr. Koval says.

Being in a cooperative relationship with other colleagues
has other advantages, according to Thomas Mullins, MD,
chief of the neurology division at Fallon Clinic in Worcester,
MA. Among these are the options to spread out the on-call
coverage, arrange a schedule with other physicians to allow for
more flexibility in choosing vacation time, and create a bene-
fits system that includes bonuses such as a pension plan that
can help with staff retention. A strong administration is also
more likely to better handle the bureaucratic requirements set
by HIPAA.

Dr. Mullins says being so close to the primary care physi-
cians in his group is highly advantageous. As a neurologist, he
can specifically train them to look for specific symptoms that
indicate a neurological condition, giving them the education
to treat some of the more simple cases themselves. Should they
realize the case is beyond their capacity, they can refer the
patient to you without having to relay the information
through their nurses and yours, thus giving you a more con-
cise explanation of the situation. And when it comes to
reviewing the patients’ records, “You have the patients’ past
history right in front of you, including what prescriptions
they’re on and their medical past,” he says. You also have easy
access to the PCP if you need to have a question answered
quickly.

Having this much information so close in front of you and
cutting so many steps out of the process also lets a large group
practice collect quality of data care, a vital bargaining chip
during negotiations with HMOs, as higher levels of patient
satisfaction and cost efficiency can help the group negotiate
better rates in future negotiations. Such data are hard to col-
lect for a solo practitioner. This benefit, along with the lower
malpractice premiums most insurers give to groups and abili-
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ty to delegate responsibilities, get the costs of practicing med-
icine down and the reimbursements up. “You can deliver more
cost-effective health care to patients,” Dr. Mullins says. 

What to Look for in a Partner
Even though the neurologist has much to contribute to a mul-
tispecialty group and the need for neurologic care is likely to
grow as the aging population expands, neurologists tend to be
more joiners than starters in the group practice scene. “I don’t
find a neurologist being a hub of how a multispecialty practice
is designed,” Mr. Lavalette says. “I see a neurologist as being
more of a part of the cycle.”

The neurologist tends to fill a diagnostic role in such a
group, so Mr. Lavalette says it’s important to make sure the
group has a strong enough of a referral base not only to support
the practice but also add to the number of patients you current-
ly see. This may often come down to evaluating the local mar-
ket and even seeing if this practice has made so many neurolo-
gy-related referrals that they have a need for a neurologist. 

But this is only one question of many Mr. Lavalette identi-
fied as important to ask. Others include:

• Will you be treated like a solitary clinic with a location or
a primary care practitioner? Who handles the primary care?

• How many people make the decisions? Is it an administrat-
ing body that moves efficiently or a cumbersome committee?

• Is the business expanding or contracting? 
• Is it a large business or a small one? Both have their advan-

tages and disadvantages. A small group may allow the physician
to have more freedom when it comes to making decisions, but
it will have fewer resources at its disposal. In contrast, a larger
group may have more capital available to devote to new ven-
tures, but Mr. Lavalette cites the example of one that had so
much red tape it typically took two to three days for it to send
a letter out. 

Finally, Mr. Lavalette says it is necessary to identify who han-
dles primary care for the practice. It is important to note if the
group uses a base of outside physicians or relies on those strict-
ly within the group. “The larger the number of primary care
practitioners, the larger the revenues,” he says. He notes that a
practice with too few PCPs may be “top heavy” under the
weight of its specialists and fail to draw in new patients.

Mr. Bauman says the size of the practice is not as important
as the way it is organized. “It’s easy to get enamored when
you’re a small group joining a larger group,” he says, adding
that in some markets a larger group can actually prove unprof-
itable. Here, getting a critical mass of patients needed to be cost
effective comes down to what the local population will bear—
and some will bear more than others. To evaluate the need and
demand, he suggests tracking the local market to make sure the
practice could sustain itself. 

A strong referral base is one of the most important things a
neurologist should look for when considering joining another
practice, Mr. Koval says. He suggests investigating the practice’s
past history of neurologic case volume and referral network with
nearby specialists. Like Mr. Bauman, he urges physicians to get
some sense of how the practice is positioned in the market and
if it draws in the right kind of revenues. “Quantity isn’t as impor-
tant as a steady flow,” he says. 

The specific types of specialists do not matter as much as the
mix between primary and specialty care. Mr. Bauman warns that
too many PCPs in the group could mean they dominate the
debates when it comes to splitting revenues or equity. PCPs
could also balk at the specialists’ requests for higher reimburse-
ment rates, equipment needed for special procedures, and other
capital-intensive projects.

When he speaks to residents who are considering joining a
multispecialty practice, Mr. Koval advises them to ask, “Where are
my patients coming from?” before signing on. “If they expect you
to go our and ‘beat the bush’ for outside business, it’s a safe bet they
aren’t well organized,” Mr. Koval says. “It may be better if they
have someone retiring or an established need for a neurologist.”
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Mr. Bauman says you may also need to rethink how your
own referral base works and how joining the multispecialty
practice will impact it. He says that some markets are very
polarized, with the smaller practices having an “us against
them” mentality toward the larger groups, which could end
existing professional connections. “If you’re the only neurolo-
gist in town, that won’t matter, but those physicians who see
you as ‘joining the other side’ may refer patients to your com-
petitors despite previous relationships,” he says.

After the need is established, it’s time to look at the compen-
sation. Mr. Koval advises practitioners to “try to minimize the
risk.” He says some practices may offer a package—for exam-
ple, about $140,000 a year for a starting neurologist—while
others will offer an $80,000 base salary plus an additional
amount per patient, a proposition that may seem lucrative
until one realizes how much work it takes to break even with a
more set rate. “Sometimes this can be an indication the prac-
tice isn’t as confident about bringing on another specialist as it
should be,” he says. High turnover can also be a sign of poor
revenues, as this shows the sort of dissatisfaction that comes
from physicians who are working too hard for paychecks that
are too small. Those already involved in a practice may want to
take stock of what it is currently worth and if the profits from
the merger would be greater (for more information on assess-
ing the value of a practice, see Mr. Koval’s article on p. 44).

Mr. Bauman says a good way to determine how effective the
revenue streams are is to get an average summary of how much
a practitioner makes at that practice. “What I would want to
know is not the salary of every doctor, but how do the salaries fall
in comparison to national standards?” he says. “Are they close to
the median or in the upper percentiles?” Adjust up or down
based on the cost of living circumstances in your community.

Although many practices seek to find out what the overhead
percentage is, Mr. Bauman disregards this figure. “To me, that is
the worst indication,” Mr. Bauman says. “That overhead per-
centage is always going to be higher than one would find in a
small independent practice, but a multispecialty practice will
have incomes at or better than the Medical Group Management
Association medians.” 

According to Mr. Bauman, The overhead for most group prac-
tices may be as high as 60 to 70 percent, which may sound signif-
icant to the small practitioner but does not take into account that
it is likely to be taken from a far larger figure. “Overhead percent
is a really poor indicator, because it tells us what it is as a ration of
revenue without telling us what the revenues are. The take-home
pay is what’s really important,” he says. 

Check for Red Flags
Although there are many benefits associated with joining a
multispecialty practice, there are also many risks. This sort of

business venture can prove more costly and inefficient than
practicing alone if the group is poorly run or there are person-
ality conflicts, which could render it a costly mistake. It’s
important to watch for these warning signs while evaluating
the practice and allow for second thoughts if they are present. 

Dr. Mullins says one of the first things an interested physi-
cian should look for is the group’s financial stability. If it
appears to be struggling because of a dearth of PCPs or an
abundance of specialists, a weak market or inefficient manage-
ment, it may not be the kind of group you want to join. “A lot
of group practices have had significant problems over the
years,” Dr. Mullins says. “Some may be losing money.”

Finding the right group requires careful research, according
to Mr. Bauman. However, each situation will require a tailored
approach relevant to that particular group and its market. “The
problem with looking at multispecialty practices is that they’re
all different,” he says.

Mr. Bauman says that the brass ring for joining a multispe-
cialty practice has been additional revenues from either ancil-
lary services or better reimbursement contracts, and you have
to get either one or both to really improve your income. He
says those interested in joining such a group may want to look
at the revenues brought in by examining the payer enumera-
tions. “Make sure those are real numbers, and find out how
overhead and ancillaries are paid.” He also says it’s important
to look at what the local laws are and how the local payers oper-
ate, since some areas have regulations against self-referrals (local
restrictions in addition to federal Stark II laws) and what sorts
of ancillary procedures are allowed. 

Above all, Mr. Bauman says it’s best to be cautious. This
often means taking a skeptical approach to what the adminis-
trators suggest or imply. For example, if the costs look high but
the administrators assure you the expenses are expected to go
down, Mr. Bauman says this should be perceived as a warning
sign; they’re either gilding the lily or not sure what they’re
doing. 

In addition to the PCP-specialist ratio, Mr. Bauman says it’s
important to note how many surgeons are affiliated with the
practice. If it’s a large percentage, the surgeons may be
unfriendly to their medical colleagues and demand a larger
share of the revenues. While this is not a problem in a smaller
group, where negotiations can be done easily, a large propor-
tion of surgeons may demand a commensurately larger slice of
the pie, which could have a very direct effect on how much the
physicians providing E&M and follow-up care take home. 

One commonly overlooked bit of information that Mr.
Koval says should be noted is the average age of the other prac-
tice members. “Be careful of groups where all the physicians are
of a similar age if they’re approaching retirement,” Mr. Koval
says. “This can cause instability in the group, not only from
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changes in the revenue stream (from new hires) but also from
younger physicians being pressured to buy into the practice to
replace the outgoing members.” 

While the numbers are very important, Mr. Bauman says
these should not be the only factors necessary in making the
decision. As long as the practice is stable and gets good refer-
rals, it may be worth joining of a qualitative-qualitative com-
parison shows it will make practicing medicine easier. “Even if
it’s a wash, you’re not going to make much less,” he says. 

Fitting the Pieces Together
After taking the benefits and risks into consideration, it’s time
to consider how, exactly, the new practice will fit into the
existing group. This decision largely comes down to whether
or not you can really see yourself as partners with the existing
members of the group. If the answer is yes, there are still more
decisions to be made. 

One common problem merging groups have, Mr. Bauman
says, is that they are excited about cutting the costs of over-
head but don’t seem to realize that it may mean cutting sup-
port personnel to do so. “I’ve merged a lot of multispecialty
groups, and everyone says they’re going to save money, but
when they do it they join their offices together and keep their
current staff plus set up a new computer system and hire a
central administration, and that only adds to overhead,” he
says. 

In these cases, he says physicians need to look at their indi-
vidual offices and ask themselves, “OK, who are you going to
lay off?” Making these decisions often involves a pro-forma
decision arrived at jointly with the other practitioners as each
involved party decides what share of the administrative work-
load their best staffers will do. While it may seem callous, cut-
ting redundant staffers can allow the administration to work
more efficiently, especially if the opportunity arises to have
dedicated personnel for such tasks as coding, scheduling,
record keeping with HIPAA compliance, etc. If there are tal-
ented staff in redundant positions that you or your new part-
ners wish to retain, see if the practice can create a new position
that increases the overall efficiency or quality of patient care
for the practice as a whole.

The size of the group is also important. Bigger practices
tend to take more control over business affairs, which can give
you more time to devote to patient care, but at the expense of
autonomy. “For some doctors that’s great, but other want con-
trol,” Mr. Bauman says. “For the loss in freedom, there is a
gain in time to treat patients because they do not have to
worry about the business side so much.”

Mr. Lavalette says there are other issues concerning the way
big groups are run, particularly when it comes to negotiating
how revenues are split between the PCPs, specialists and pos-

sibly surgeons. “Everyone thinks they should get a bigger piece
of the pie,” he says. “To govern it becomes a real challenge.”

Mr. Bauman describes himself as an advocate of big groups,
but warns that everyone has a different perspective and some
may be put off by new restrictions. For instance, you no longer
have your own checkbook to cover such things as conference
expenses and may find yourself facing fiscal policies you have
no direct say-so in. “You lose some autonomy,” he says, not-
ing that other actions may have a direct negative impact on
revenues. For instance, if a negotiation does not work out well
and the group drops a payer that a bulk of the neurologist’s
patients rely on, they’re likely to drop it despite one individual
member’s complaints. In a group practice, the good of the
many outweighs individual concerns.

This may be a difficult experience for someone used to
calling the shots, but Mr. Bauman says a reality of most mul-
tispecialty groups is that they’re run by a board of directors
who may be insensitive to the needs of an individual special-
ist. “Most large groups aren’t really a democracy, they’re a
representative republic,” he says, adding that a new member
can have more say in his or her interest by showing an inter-
est in what is happening with the management and, if there
is an open seat in the conference room, showing an interest
in joining the board. Getting involved with the political
structure of the business may take away some of the free time
gained from giving up business-related responsibilities, but it
would restore a degree of power to those who feel they’ve lost
control.

All for One and One for All?
There are definite benefits to joining a multispecialty practice,
but there are also risks associated with the venture. No two
markets are the same and every group practice is different, so
it is important to consider a number of factors before think-
ing about signing up with other physicians. Ultimately, you
have to ask yourself if you can see these colleagues as long-
term business partners and if the move will present the great-
est possible benefit to you, or if you would be exposing your-
self to unnecessary financial perils while giving up control of
how you run your business.

For now, the trend appears to be towards more physicians
in all fields of medicine working together under one roof to
scale back expenses and negotiate higher revenues. If the ana-
lysts are right and this is the way of the future, your decision
may not be whether to join a group practice, but when. A
health care system that is increasingly indifferent toward the
compensation and medicolegal protection of individual
physicians may prove the truth of Benjamin Franklin’s warn-
ing, “If we don’t hang together, surely we will all hang sepa-
rately.” PN
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